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N1301 - Notice of meeting and Draft Agenda for the next meeting of WG2 - Pascal to be held in Munich Germany, 1993-04-19/23

N1302 - Notice of meeting and draft agenda for the next meeting of WG19 - VDM to be held in Odense Denmark, 1993-04-26/28

N1303 - Second CD 10514: Information Technology - Programming languages, their environments and system software interfaces - Programming language Modula-2

N1304 - WG11's Response to comments received on CD11404 - Language-Independent Datatypes

N1305 - Second CD 11404: Information Technology - Programming languages, their environments and system software interfaces - Language-Independent Datatypes

N1306 - Editor's Notes on Second CD11404: Language-Independent Datatypes

N1307 - List of some hotels in Paris, in preparation for the next Plenary meeting of SC22

N1308 - Minutes of meeting of WG14 - C held in Stirling VA, USA, 1992-12-08/11

N1309 - Notice of meeting and draft agenda for the next meeting of WG14 - C to be held in London UK, 1993-07-19/21

N1310 - Notice of meeting and draft agenda for the next meeting of WG11 - Binding Techniques to be held in Boston USA, 1993-04-26/30

N1311 - Working Draft on: Programming Language ISLISP and letter ballot for CD registration

N1312 - Comments received from SC22 MBs on SC18 Wd of a Technical Report on: Multimedia and Hypermedia - Model and Framework

N1313 - SC22 Report to JTC1 on: Recommendations on Coordination of Internationalization Activities


N1315 - Notification of change to "P" Membership status from Austria
N1316 - Reaffirmation/Change of SC24 liaison representatives to SC22 WGs

N1317 - SC24 Liaison statement to JTC1/SC22 on the PREMO Project

N1318 - Summary of Voting and Comments received on CD 13210: Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX) - Test Methods for Measuring Conformance to POSIX

N1319 - SC22/WG11 Liaison Statement to SC21/WG8 RPC Rapporteur re: Alignment of LIPC and RPC standards

N1320 - Letter from SC22 Chairman to SC22 "P" Member Bodies and Convenors re: Ad Hoc Meeting on Character Sets

N1321 - Announcement and Preliminary Agenda for the next meeting of WG5 - Fortran to be held in Berchtesgaden Germany, 1993-07-05/09

N1322 - Notice of meeting and draft agenda for the next meeting of WG2 - Pascal to be held in Munich Germany, 1993-04-19/23

N1323 - WG18's Working Draft on: Proposed COBOL Binding for FIMS

N1324 - Letter Ballot on a proposal to subdivide project JTC1.22.30.02 to include a project on Specification Method(s) for Describing Character String Comparison and Description of a Default Tailorable Ordering, for Character Strings Using repertoire (or subrepertoires) of ISO 10646

N1325 - Summary of Voting and Comments received on CD 10967-1: Langage Independent Arithmetic

N1326 - Summary of Voting and comments received on CD 1539:1991 Amd-1: Varying Length Character String in Fortran

N1327 - SC22 Secretariat Report to the JTC1 Plenary (March/93)

N1328 - Notice of meeting and draft agenda for the next meeting of WG13 - Modula 2 to be held in Langley BC, Canada, 1993-06-14/18


N1330 - Notification of change to "P" Membership status from Australia

N1331 - Notice of meeting, draft agenda and hotel information for the next meeting of WG20 - Internationalization to be held in Copenhagen Denmark, 1993-04-26/30

N1332 - Minutes of meeting of WG21 - C++ held in Boston USA, 1992-11-01/06

N1333 - Nomination of Experts from Austria and Australia to SC22 WGs
N1334 - Missing pages i-xii & 1 of Second CD10514 - Modula 2

N1335 - Output Documents from the SC21 SWG Meeting on Modelling and Facilities held in Namur Belgium, 1992-12-07/11

N1336 - Late Comments from France on CD 13210: Test Methods for Measuring Conformance to POSIX

N1337 - Correction to document N1307 re SC22 Plenary Meeting date

N1338 - JTC1 Summary of Voting on a SC22 Proposal for a NWI on: Pascal and Extended Pascal Bindings to LIA

N1339 - JTC1 Summary of Voting on a SC22 Proposal for a NWI on: Z Language Specification

N1340 - Summary of Voting on New Zealand's proposal that SC22 request JTC1 to consider locating the focus of Internationalization activities outside any one particular SC

N1341 - Working Draft on: Normative Addendum to ISO/IEC 9899:1990 and letter ballot for its registration as Committee Draft

N1342 - Notice of Extension to the ballot period for 2nd CD 10514 - Modula 2

N1343 - Summary of comments received on a SC22 Questionnaire regarding a plan to mechanize the preparation and distribution of SC22 documents

N1344 - SC21/SWG on Modelling Facilities Document Register & Draft Agenda for the next meeting of this SWG, 1993-06-17/24

N1345 - CD13211-1: Information Technology - Programming languages, their environments and system software interfaces - Programming language Prolog, Part 1, General Core

N1346 - Working Draft on: Vienna Development Method - Specification Language

N1347 - Summary of Voting and Comments received on the CD registration ballot for Working Draft on Language-independent Procedure Calling Mechanism

N1348 - JTC1 Summary of Voting on a SC22 proposal for a NWI on: Object-oriented extensions to Pascal and Extended Pascal

N1349 - Preliminary Agenda for the Sixth Plenary meeting of JTC1/SC22 to be held in Paris France, 1993-09-20/24

N1350 - SC22 Document Register - Documents N1301-N1350